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                        Jet Setters and Culture Capitals: Expedia Reveals 2023 Travel Trends                                For the first time, Expedia Group unveiled a comprehensive view of traveller trends across Expedia® and the broader travel industry in 2023. Sourced from the company’s first-party data, and from custom research of thousands of travellers and industry professionals across 17 countries, these top travel trends prove there is no “one-size-fits-all” travel in 2023.[i] Instead,… Continue reading Jet Setters and Culture Capitals: Expedia Reveals 2023 Travel Trends
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                        4 in 5 Singaporeans are feeling the impact of inflation, but vacation still top of mind – Expedia study                                With Singaporeans taking more personal time off in 2022, vacation deprivation sentiments saw the biggest dip for the first time in 5 years Today Expedia released its 23rd-annual Vacation Deprivation report, concluding that vacation deprivation levels in Singapore saw more than a 10 percent drop – the highest in recent years – as Singapore’s working… Continue reading 4 in 5 Singaporeans are feeling the impact of inflation, but vacation still top of mind – Expedia study
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                        Expedia: 66% of Singapore travellers prioritise experiences and travel over things in life post-pandemic                                Give the gift of travel this festive season with affordable deals, member pricing and convenience, all available on the Expedia app A weekend trip to Bangkok over buying the latest limited-edition sneaker — the latest study from Expedia shows that more people (66%) would rather reward themselves with travel than buying things, and 67% said… Continue reading Expedia: 66% of Singapore travellers prioritise experiences and travel over things in life post-pandemic
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                        Expedia 2023 Air Travel Hacks Report: Top Tips for Singapore Travellers to Maximise Travel in 2023                                Expedia, Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC) unveil top travel hacks to make the most out of the upcoming travel season As we head into the highly-anticipated year-end holiday season, many Singapore travellers have started expanding their travel plans and aspirations. The recent announcements on the further easing of travel restrictions for crowd-favourite destinations – Hong Kong,… Continue reading Expedia 2023 Air Travel Hacks Report: Top Tips for Singapore Travellers to Maximise Travel in 2023
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                        The Season of Savings: Why You Should Travel During Shoulder Season                                One of the lesser-known travel hacks is that booking a holiday during Shoulder Season can sometimes bring the most benefits: savings, less crowds and better availability. Shoulder Season refers to the off-peak travel season, a window between popular travel seasons. With Expedia’s wealth of travel insights, here are some of the best ways to take… Continue reading The Season of Savings: Why You Should Travel During Shoulder Season
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                        Switch to flight mode in Malaysia’s rustic retreats, Recommended by Expedia                                When Malaysia comes to mind, many would think of the famous Petronas Towers in Kuala Lumpur, street food indulgence in Penang or Malacca, or perhaps off-city places such as Tioman or Redang islands. But the beauty of this Southeast Asian peninsular is far more than its sights and tastes, it also offers the perfect getaway… Continue reading Switch to flight mode in Malaysia’s rustic retreats, Recommended by Expedia
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                            Expedia Recommends: The Hottest Destinations and Deals for your Spring 2022 Holiday                                The promise of spring is upon us, and nothing matches the anticipation of a long-awaited springtime trip. Following two long years of staying put within the sunny island of Singapore, feelings of wanderlust have intensified, with many of us craving deeply for a change of scenery to spark new perspectives that can keep us going… Continue reading Expedia Recommends: The Hottest Destinations and Deals for your Spring 2022 Holiday
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                                Fengshui Travel Guide 2021: Tips for Travel in the Year of the Ox With a Dose of Good Fortune                                2020 was the year when we missed the thrill of searching and planning for a holiday or a quick escape. With all that’s been said and done, we made the best of it. Now it’s high time to welcome the Year of the Ox with open arms and all the good fortune it has in… Continue reading Fengshui Travel Guide 2021: Tips for Travel in the Year of the Ox With a Dose of Good Fortune
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                                Celebrations Done Right: Expedia’s Staycation Picks for Every Occasion                                We’re beginning to see life in Singapore regain normalcy and we can now enjoy simple pleasures like dining out or exploring this world-within-world, like you never did before. Unfortunately, the pandemic continues to put a kibosh on how we can celebrate life’s milestones, turning them into muted affairs with little possibility of commemorating them by… Continue reading Celebrations Done Right: Expedia’s Staycation Picks for Every Occasion
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                            Best day of the week to book an luxury suite on a budget                                Planning your ideal five-star staycation to suit your budget doesn’t have to take hours of searching. We’ve done all the hard work for you and curated a list of the most luxurious hotel suites along with our insider tips on the best days of the week you should make a booking to get a great… Continue reading Best day of the week to book an luxury suite on a budget
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                            #ICYMI: Five Types of Staycations with Deals for Every Occasion                                Unsplash image by Will Truettner Expedia’s 2019 Vacation Deprivation® Study revealed that close to seven in 10 Singaporeans feel deprived of vacations , and try to prolong their Vacation State of Mind by tapping into their memories, looking at photos from previous holidays or surrounding themselves with mementos and souvenirs from their last trip overseas.… Continue reading #ICYMI: Five Types of Staycations with Deals for Every Occasion
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                            Family Staycation Guide: Tips and Value for Money Hotel Packages for a Fun-Filled Stay                                Unsplash image by Leo Rivas   After months of being confined to home, the little ones are now demanding a vacation during the September school holidays. But with Covid-19 still lurking around in the community, is it really safe to bring your family out for a vacation, even without leaving the country? While hotels in… Continue reading Family Staycation Guide: Tips and Value for Money Hotel Packages for a Fun-Filled Stay
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                            Take a ‘Singapoliday’ and Save With These 6 Weekend Staycation Deals on Expedia                                Yearning to travel but can’t do so just yet? Why not take a ‘Singapoliday’ and book a staycation instead? Hotels all across Singapore are rolling out the red carpet for Singaporeans to staycay and save, with a wide range of perks such as complimentary bespoke cocktails and daily breakfasts, Universal Studios Singapore and S.E.A Aquarium… Continue reading Take a ‘Singapoliday’ and Save With These 6 Weekend Staycation Deals on Expedia
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                            Jet Setters and Culture Capitals: Expedia Reveals 2023 Travel Trends                                For the first time, Expedia Group unveiled a comprehensive view of traveller trends across Expedia® and the broader travel industry in 2023. Sourced from the company’s first-party data, and from custom research of thousands of travellers and industry professionals across 17 countries, these top travel trends prove there is no “one-size-fits-all” travel in 2023.[i] Instead,… Continue reading Jet Setters and Culture Capitals: Expedia Reveals 2023 Travel Trends
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                                7 Important Catholic Pilgrimage Sites Around The World – Plan Your Own Tour                                Completing a journey to a site that is of utmost spiritual importance can be deeply transformative and rich with meaning. For Catholics, pilgrimages are important in the spiritual life journey, and a way of expressing penance or devotion to their faith. With an active religious community in Singapore, many Catholics here do try to make… Continue reading 7 Important Catholic Pilgrimage Sites Around The World – Plan Your Own Tour
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                                5 stunning places to visit around Lake Geneva                                The Swiss Alps are not reserved only for winter getaways. Outside of the ski season, the lodges and hotels in Leysin become an affordable base for enjoying scenic hikes, drives, lake cruises and summer festivals.
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                            The Best Beaches in Malaysia for a Slice of Paradise Near Singapore                                Itching for a getaway? How about dipping your toes in paradise on some pretty islands near Singapore. Where to go in Malaysia, you may wonder. On top of popular cities like Kuala Lumpur, Penang and Malacca, there are several islands near Singapore where you can find some of the best beaches in Malaysia. These islands… Continue reading The Best Beaches in Malaysia for a Slice of Paradise Near Singapore
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			The Expedia Singapore Travel Blog takes you on a journey around the world, experiencing flavours, festivals and flights of fancy. As one of the world’s leading online travel companies, we help you discover and experience what's out there so you can check off that bucket list and turn dream trips into reality.
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